Oxygen dependent quenching of phosphorescence: a perspective.
Oxygen quenches phosphorescence by energy transfer from the phosphor when oxygen molecules collide with molecules of the phosphor in the excited triplet state. Thus increasing oxygen pressure causes an increase in the rate of decay of phosphorescence (shorter lifetimes) and a decrease in total phosphorescence intensity. Phosphors have been selected which decay with a single exponential and for which the relationship between phosphorescence lifetime and oxygen pressure is quantitatively described by the Stern-Volmer equation. The use of phosphorescence lifetime as the measure of oxygen pressure makes the method insensitive to the absorbance changes of other chromophores in the system. This method has permitted quantitative, rapid (less than 10 msec) and sensitive (to less than 10(-8) Torr) measurements of oxygen pressure in suspensions of cells or subcellular organelles. In tissues, oxygen pressure has been evaluated by measuring phosphorescence using an intensified CCD camera. Maps of oxygen pressure in the vasculature of the cortex of the brain and of other tissues demonstrate the method is limited only by the optics of the system and resolutions of a few microns are readily attained.